
Fourth's Truth About 
Dining Out Survey
See the results!



An Appetizer

Americans love eating out. However, with expectation varying from person-to-person 

based on a variety of factors such as age, location, income and gender, it can be a 

struggle for restauranteurs and operators to meet every hungry tcustomer’s demands.

To help you boost customer loyalty and develop winning strategies, Fourth surveyed 1,000 ravenous Americans who 

dine out in all corners of the country. They are casual diners, fine diners, stay-at-home diners and everything in between. 

If they love dining out – or enjoy having their favorite food delivered to their doorstep — you’ll find them here.  

Keep your competitive edge and start preparing for the future with insights into:

• Restaurant and dining frequency and spend.

• The major motivators for dining out.

• What hungry customers expect to find on your menu.

• How quality of service and overall experience impact sales.

• The rise of third-party delivery services.

www.fourth.com
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Americans as a Main Course

Spend - The Chow Hounds

With so many dining options available, providing a seamless dining experience is 

more important than ever. While survey results reflect only Americans who eat 
out, over half of respondents (56 percent) reported dining out or ordering food to-
go multiple times a week. Additionally, 10 percent of Americans said they eat out 

4-6 times per week, and 6 percent of consumers cited they eat out every single 
day. As Americans dine out more frequently, this creates a huge opportunity for 

restaurants to build customer loyalty through excellent customer service and  

perfect execution.  

Spend – Millennial Wallets

More than 56 percent of those who eat out will do so at 

least 2-3 times per week — including in-restaurant dining 
and ordering food to-go.

Age 25-34

$95
Age 35-44

$75
Age 18-24

$53
Age 45-54

$48
Age 55+

$42
Average weekly dining, takeout and spending:

Millennials (ages 25-34) dominated the average weekly delivery, takeout and dining 
spend, spending more than double per week eating out than baby boomers 

(55+). The main motivations for millennials to eat in restaurants according to 

respondents included “social, spending time with friends and family” (49 percent), 

“special occasion” (43 percent) and “convenience” (40 percent).

Regardless of age, men are willing to spend  

more money than women on a good meal.

$82

$69

Weekly Dining Spend:

Men also enjoy eating out more often than women. According to the survey, 10 

percent of men cited that they eat out every day and, on average, in a restaurant 

3.45 times per week. This varies drastically to women, with only two percent 
reporting that they eat out every day and eat meals in a restaurant 2.15 times  

per week.
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It might be worth updating the menu for something to strengthen the overall 

male spend. Why not a bigger beer for a dollar or two more, or some bacon on 

that burger —for the millennial, two hot strips on his avocado toast? And don’t be 

fooled: bacon, bigger beers and avocado are great upsells for women diners, too!

Regional Spend — Regional Flavor

Weekly Spend

Keeping spend up by region often means following local changes in appetites. 

Much like the sudden and definitive surge in demand for avocado and guacamole, 
trends in taste have been leaning to higher-end, healthier selections.

That trend toward healthy isn’t a rule, of course. Cross-cultural, cross-regional 
changes to the menu are part of the plan to entice more customers for many 

restaurants. Cracker Barrel’s success with southern fare is being rolled out to its 

nearly 700 stores in 44 states — the fried chicken, in particular. The consistency 

and convenience of this travel-friendly chain can only be helped by this extra bit of 
comfort food.  What favorites are you adding to your menu?

Income and Dining Frequency

Americans with an income between $50,001 - $60,000 eat out 

the most, 3.98 times per week.

Last, but not least, it is clear that the slightly better off are dominating the 
market for dining options. While this range is close to the individual national 

average ($46,800),  it doesn’t reflect the wide ranges in pay resulting in a median 
household income of just $63,688. That tells us that even the frequent diners are 
not overflowing with cash. Focusing on well-prepared meals with fewer (but higher 
quality) ingredients can accommodate the upward trend in taste and  

experiential expectations. 
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Whether you’re staffing up for a new menu promotion or building a campaign 
to attract these food aficionados, Fourth can help you maintain purchasing 
compliance, control supplier overcharge and streamline staffing from hiring to 
paycheck. Fourth ties all of your supplier, employee and purchase information into 

one integrated platform that your entire team can access for innovation, oversight 

and coordination. 

The Motivations to Eat Out

The Many Motivations to Eat Out 

Preparing to meet changes in fluctuating customer demand means anticipating 
and planning for the right staffing, purchasing and menu items. Take a look at 
these answers from our respondents to see what drives dollars to your business.

The Top 5 Reasons Americans Eat at Restaurants

Socialize with Friends and Family:

Special Occasions:

Convenience:

Atmosphere:

Coupon or Promotional Deal:

Respondents, both men and women, could mark multiple answers to this 

question. There are differences between them, however. Fifty-one percent of 
women choose to eat out just for the pleasure of seeing family and friends. Men, 

on the other hand, split evenly between family and friend time and celebrating 

a special occasion. Twenty-two percent of men said they eat out at restaurants 
because they don’t like cooking compared to only 15 percent of women. On the 

other hand, 19 percent of women said they eat out because they enjoy being 

waited on compared to only 11 percent of men. 

The First or the Thousandth Home-Cooked Meal — It Matters!

For younger folks, those Gen Z (18-24-year-olds) diners, it may not surprise you to 
learn they eat out because the food tastes better than their home cooking. Adults 

55 and older were very comfortable and satisfied with their home cooking, with 
only 12 percent so bored with a home cooked meal that they’d eat out for  

that reason.

Eating with Their Pocket Book

Across the board, however, whether Americans are making $5,000 or less to 

$70,001 or more, they will opt for restaurant fare an average of 23 percent of 

23%

33%

40%

41%

47%
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the time if they have a coupon or promotional deal. Wondering how to use this 

knowledge for diners you know will eat out? Use a promotion or coupon to pull 

business from competitors (especially for a favorite item at that restaurant) — 

they’re going to eat somewhere, but now they have a motivation to choose you 

over the competition.

Reasons for Choosing One Restaurant over Another

Food Quality:

Good Service:

Menu Variety:

Food Quantity:

Location/Proximity:

The top five most important factors to Americans when selecting a restaurant are 
food quality (62 percent), good service (53 percent), menu variety (44 percent), 
food quantity (35 percent) and location/proximity (29 percent). 

For women, three factors dominated their selection process: food quality (66 

percent), good service (59 percent) and menu variety (49 percent). These are also 

the top three most important factors for men, although they feel less strongly 

about food quality (57 percent), good service (46 percent) and menu variety  

(39 percent).  

For those ages 55 and older, food quality (75 percent) and good service (69 

percent) are the most important factors, compared with respondents between the 

ages of 18 to 24, who felt less strongly about food quality (58 percent) and good 

service (46 percent). 

29%

35%

44%

53%

62%

Gen Z and millennials (inclusive of those 18 to 34), are more 

likely to choose restaurants based on their reputation for 

sustainability efforts.

Unique Differences Affecting Choice of Restaurant

Gen Z and millennials (those between the ages of 18 to 34) are more inclined 
than any other generation to select restaurants based on their reputation for 

sustainability efforts (33 percent). Are paper straws and reduced packaging 
looking more appealing after this revelation? 

When selecting a restaurant – in terms of regional preference – 71 percent of all 

respondents from the Midwest think food quality is the deciding factor, compared 

with 55 percent of respondents from the Southeast. This could be related to 

the scarcity of fresh and seasonal fruits and vegetables in fall, winter and spring, 

depending on latitudes. 

http://www.fourth.com
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Who Cares Most About Good Service?

More than half of survey respondents (53 percent) cited good service as an 
important factor when selecting a restaurant. That plays out differently for 
different groups, however. Far and away, people over age 55 valued quality service 
(69 percent) over every other factor except the quality of the food (75 percent) 

when picking their favorite spot for a meal. Comparatively speaking, however, 

women (59 percent) relied on service quality far more than men (46 percent).

How Much Does Service Really Matter?

Quality service mattered to every income bracket, with no less than 40 percent of 

respondents citing this as a deciding factor when selecting a restaurant. Certain 

financial brackets had lower volumes of respondents, which probably accounted 
for fluctuations toward the lower end. The average across all ranges was nearly 56 
percent. Combined with the other two heavy hitters influencing choice (variety of 
food at 51 percent and quality of food at 67 percent), the focus for improving your 

odds of being picked fall squarely on three deciding factors: food quality, food 

variety and quality of service – no matter the guest’s age, income, gender  

or location.

The runner up? Quantity. Skimpy portions were a deal-breaker for over a third of 
all respondents.

With service prominent in diners’ minds, how are they weighing the impact? Have 

a look at the numbers: 

Americans’ Biggest Dining Service Frustrations, Ranked:

Took too long to receive an order:

Price of meal too high /  
Order was wrong:

Inadequate staff /  
overstretched server:

Took too long to be seated:

Took too long to get the bill /  

Order was sold out:

There are many motivations to eat out, and restaurants have to be prepared 

to anticipate each of them. How can they do this? Through advanced demand 

forecasting. Fourth automatically captures POS data, weather forecasts and 

information on events that might affect demand. Fourth’s predictive algorithms 

40% or more of every income bracket from $500 to $80,000+ 

said good service was key to choosing their dining option.

20%

25%

25%

34%

35%
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calculate a daily baseline forecast for review and benchmarking. It all gets broken 

down into periods as short as 15 minutes by sales item, giving local managers 

the information they need to refine their strategies on the fly. In the end, Fourth 
makes sure you’ll have the stock and staff you need to keep the menu fresh, the 
service spectacular and customers coming back for seconds.

Ingredients, Service and Gratuities

The Menu Matters

Nearly 40 percent of adults are dealing with obesity in America.  The awareness 

of the negative impacts (heart disease, cancers and strokes) is certainly a driver 

behind their dining expectations. The results of the survey reflect this surge in 
demand for better nutritional transparency and healthier options. 

Over half of respondents (56 percent) said that seeing nutritional information 

“sometimes” affects what they order, and 23 percent said it “often” affects what 
they order. By sex, 83 percent of men and 75 percent of women said this affects 

their order. Could this be impacting your higher-profit items? Listing caloric 
information may allow people to indulge in purchases like beer, wine, fountain 

drinks and desserts. Why? They can budget their calories with lighter options from 

the entrée menu. 

The importance of caloric and nutritional data does vary by age, however. In a 

question about how frequently this nutritional information affects their order, 
millennials and Gen Z respondents said this info “often” affects their choices 
(about 26 percent). For older generations, this was roughly half as important, 

averaging about 17 percent and decreasing as age increased, with only 15 percent 

of those 55 and older reporting “often.”

None of that really matters, though, if they can’t find the information they need. 
Twenty-three percent reported that nutritional information is difficult or very 
difficult to find on menus. 

Perhaps this all calls back to the importance of menu variety. The impact 

will likely matter most depending on your region or demographic:

79% of respondents said seeing nutritional info like calories, 

allergens, proteins, etc. listed on the menu affects what 
they order.

http://www.fourth.com
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Regional, Sex and Age Menu Considerations

Customer Loyalty Starts with a Smile

As restaurants compete for customers, providing superior service is no longer 

an added bonus, but an expectation. As you rethink your training and staffing, 
consider the following: 

• When determining a server’s tip, 58 percent of respondents cited “friendly and 

pleasant demeanor” as the most important factor followed by “attentiveness” 

(50 percent) and “accuracy of order”  

(44 percent).

• Nearly a third of respondents (30 percent) cited “rude restaurant service” as 
their biggest frustration when eating out at a restaurant.

• When asked to pick one thing that you would generally change in restaurants, 

the majority of open-ended responses included complaints around  
bad service.

• When discovering new restaurants, 59 percent of respondents rely on “friend 

recommendations,” followed by “social media”  

(46 percent), reinforcing that great customer service and maintaining a good 

online reputation is key to driving sales.

According to the latest data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the turnover 

rate in the restaurant industry holds firm at around 70 percent. Also, it’s well 

known that understaffing leads to quitting, but overstaffing can have the same 
effect – if a server can’t pay their bills because they’ve handled three tables all 
night, they will have to look for better options. 

In addition to workforce management challenges and day-to-day operations, 
restaurant operators spend countless hours navigating increasingly complex HR 

and compliance issues. Traditionally, operators have relied heavily on multiple 

technology platforms, or worse, paper and spreadsheets, to manage these tasks, 

resulting in unmanageable amounts of siloed data. 

Fourth’s hospitality operations platform breaks open these data siloes, providing 

complete visibility across the entire business in real time. Additionally, by providing 

Men care more about dietary options (gluten-free, vegan, low-calorie) 

more than women, 13 percent vs. 11 percent respectively. 

Those in the Midwest cared the least about dietary options  

(8 percent) compared to those in the Southeast (14 percent).

18-34-year-olds care the most about dietary options (15 percent) 

compared to those 55+ (6 percent).

http://www.fourth.com
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unmatched access to full-service, hospitality-specific payroll, benefits and HR 
services, Fourth enables operators to focus on improving staffing consistency, 
service quality and business outcomes rather than onerous HR matters.

Fourth also helps you tackle tricky menu challenges. Avoid costly lab testing to 

identify the nutritional information of your recipes, and publish nutrition and 

allergen information to websites, apps, digital boards, menus and much more with 

in a single click.

Social Media and Tech Impact

For restaurants, reputation matters, so make sure you provide a great experience, 

every time. However, as Gordon Ramsay accurately observed, reputation is not 

solely dependent on glowing chat around the water cooler. Americans now rely on 

social media and technology to deliver both their favorite meal as well as serve up 

the suggestions and reviews that help them broaden and enhance their choices. 

Americans Turn to Friends and Social Media to Find New Restaurants 

• The top two methods of discovering new restaurants are via friend 

recommendations (59 percent) and social media channels (46 percent).  

 > Fifty-three percent of male respondents say they discover new 
restaurants through social media, compared with 39 percent of female 
respondents. 

 > Respondents from the Northeast are 10 percent more likely to discover 

new restaurants through social media than respondents from the 

Midwest (51 percent versus 40 percent). 

• Nearly a quarter (24 percent) of those 25-34 cited a personal recommendation 
as the most important factor when selecting a restaurant. 

Third-Party Delivery Services Are on the Rise

The extra business enabled through technology doesn’t stop at your tables. 

Third-party delivery services and apps are satisfying Americans’ growing demand 
to be served their favorite meals in the comfort of their own home. Restaurants 

that have never considered delivery service are now signing up for the additional 

windfall made possible through the new gig economy. That begs the question: 

what underlies the American use of these services?

World’s gone viral today, and a restaurant’s reputation can live or die in 

seconds on the internet.

Gordon Ramsay

http://www.fourth.com
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• Thirty-one percent of Americans say that when they get food delivered from 
a restaurant, they use Uber Eats, followed by DoorDash (27 percent). Only 29 

percent say they use the restaurant’s in-house delivery service. 

 > Forty percent of men say that when they get food delivered from a 

restaurant, they use Uber Eats.

 > Twenty-nine percent of American women say that when they get food 
delivered from a restaurant, they use its in-house delivery service more 
than anything else.

 > Americans ages 18-44 order delivery from third-party apps, but those 45+ 
prefer the restaurant’s in-house delivery service.

• The top three reasons for using a third-party delivery app: it’s convenient 
(50 percent), payment is easy (42 percent) and good customer service (40 

percent).

• A quarter of Americans (25 percent) discover new restaurants through a food 

delivery app.

 > Thirty-three percent of American men say they discover new restaurants 
through a food delivery app compared to 18 percent of women. 

 > Thirty-five percent of Americans ages 25-34 say they discover new 
restaurants through a food delivery app followed by 28 percent of those 

18-24.

• The biggest frustrations with third-party delivery services include the time it 
takes for food to be delivered (20 percent), the condition of the food when 

delivered (18 percent) and delivery fees (15 percent)

 > Twenty-three percent of those in the Southeast cited the condition of 
food as their biggest frustration.

Fourth Analytics pulls all sorts of data to help operators better manage their 

restaurants – even when new variables like social media and gig delivery come into 

play – and can even help monitor their online reputation.

For reputation:

Fourth’s Sentiment Analytics incorporates social media (Facebook, Instagram 

and Twitter) and review scores from sites such as TripAdvisor, Google and Yelp 

into the Fourth platform. Its natural language processing algorithms combined 

with purchase, inventory and workforce management data segments feedback 

so operators can make informed decisions on how to manage their business, no 

matter the size or location.

For delivery:

Fourth’s hospitality operations platform’s open architecture environment can 

seamlessly integrate with every major POS system, finance platform and many 
industry specific third-party applications, enabling operators to maximize 

http://www.fourth.com
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technology investments, eliminate data siloes and gain the data-driven insights 
needed to scale profitably.

A Sweet Finish

According to the National Restaurant Association’s “2019 State of the Restaurant 

Industry Report,”  more than half (57 percent) of restaurant operators plan to 

invest more in back-of-the-house technology systems this year. But with so many 
disparate systems and information streams coming from multiple sources, the 

ability to gain a complete understanding of an entire business operation in real 

time – and understand how things like menu publishing and predictive scheduling 

impact sales – is becoming increasingly difficult. 

Fourth’s end-to-end hospitality operations platform solves this problem by 
providing an open-architecture environment that enables operators to seamlessly 
integrate data across their technology ecosystem into one robust platform. 

With single sign-on, operators can access a wealth of analytics and dashboards 
customized to meet their specific business objectives, leading to quicker and 
better business decisions.

You can also leverage Fourth to retain staff by keeping them engaged. Fourth’s 
unique engagement solution gives you the simplest, most reliable way to connect 

with and motivate your staff. To see it all in action, schedule a demo, today.

Regions defined by state:

Northeast: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Maryland, New 

Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, 

Washington D.C.

Southeast: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South 

Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia 

Southwest: Arkansas, Arizona, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas 

Midwest: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, 

North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin 

West: Alaska, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, 

Washington, Wyoming

Schedule a Demo

http://www.fourth.com
http://www.fourth.com/request-demo


Survey Methodology:  

Commissioned by Fourth, the “Truth about Dining Out” survey was conducted 

by OnePoll, a marketing research company specializing in online quantitative 

research and polling, between April 16-17, 2019. Feedback was obtained from 
1,000 U.S. adults who have eaten out in a restaurant or ordered food to-go.

About Fourth:

Fourth provides end-to-end, best-in-class technology and services for the 
restaurant and hospitality industries. Their supply chain and workforce 

management solutions, coupled with the industry's most complete data and 

analytics suite, give operators the actionable insights they need to control costs, 

scale profitability, improve employee engagement, and maintain compliance. 
Since its merger with US-based HotSchedules, Fourth serves more than 7,000 
customers across 120,000 locations globally.

Questions? 

Call us at +1.877.539.5156 

www.fourth.com
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